Saint Mary's University of Minnesota Ski Trails

Trails are reserved for nordic skiing from December 1st to March 1st. No snowshoeing or hiking is allowed on the trails during these months. No dogs or bikes are allowed on the trails.

Available trail segments may vary depending on snow conditions and grooming. Trails are occasionally used for ski races. Please be mindful of racing skiers during these times.

Trail Difficulty, Direction, and Distance
(Assume two-way unless marked.)
- Easier
- More Difficult
- Most Difficult
- One-Way Trail Direction

Trail map project funded in dedication to Dr. Richard Jarvinen.

Map designed by Saint Mary's University Dept. of Resource Analysis with much help from the Winona nordic ski community. Elevation data courtesy of the MN DNR. The map is designed for general reference only and inaccuracies may exist. Please ski at your own risk.